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INTRODUCTION
Hhen a writer d.esires to express a feelil'lg rather than
merely a fact, a strict research method of' wri t1.ng is not
always the most effective.
torical

f~cts

If one is not bound by the his-

of a s1.tuation, he may make his treatment

dramatic and greatly help an audience expc·r1ence
tngs by speaking in the first person or
words to some other person.

b~·

h~.s

feel•

atttibutlng his

Because aesthetic and emotional

communication is possible on.ly through one of the major fine
arts, the present writer decided to prepare a crea.t:\.ve thesis
e:n.tltled "Death Shall Die."

It is hoped that through this

thesis an illusion will be created, a human experience will

be communicated. and--since truth is the aim of literature-a truth will be clarified.

'I'he chief dlffioul ty encountered

in this thesis was that problem common to all art--the prob-

lem of transmitting to an audience an experience

t'li th

:l.nten-

si ty and mean111g.
It has been agreed upon that the thesis itself shall

consist of an original 01•al reading selection rather than
the usual written thesis.

The following few pages of expla-

n.ation therefore, shoulcl not be cons ~.dered the thesis, but

are submitted as a supplement to the thes :1.~!.
oral reading

follo~.Js

the explanatory material.

A copy of the
It is well

to bear in mind. that the selection has been \>Jritten to be
heard rather than r•ead; therefore, the appreoiatlon of the

v

work gained from reading it may not be the same thing as
that gained from hearing it performed.

Wh:\.le one may profit

by reading this thesis, the nineteenth century French
scholar, Paul Lorain, reminds us that if' we read such a
selection rathe1" than hea.rj_ng it, the work may be
dried flower:

11

like a

the substance, ind.eed, is there, but the

color is faded and the perfume gone w 11
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CHAPTER I
DEFINITION OF ORAL INTERPRBTATION
Oral interpretation ls r1ot a list of effects to be
obtained..

In spite of unfortunate impression made by

reciters and elocutionists of not so many years ago, reading
aloud is one of the finest of fine arts. 1 Sincerity is of
major impor•tance first, last, and ahtays.

Unless a reader

has sincerity urging lb.!aiwto share with an audience what he
sees and feels as he sees and. feels 1t, hi a presentation will
be shallow and his aud.i.::-noe dissatisfied.

It is neoessaz•y

I

for us to realize these factors if we are to have a:ny suo-

I

cess in preparing a selection for oral reading.
The minimum of appropr•ia.teness,

thc~n,

reading which has at least three qualities:

will be oral

I

(l.) it must

make sense and be logically defensible; (2) it mu.st present
the attitudes and react1.ons of a believable human being; and
2 It is easy to see
(J) it must arouse favorable attent1on.
that the bare minlmum has nothing to do with artiness, but
bas much to do with art.

Oral interpretation :l.s sometimes referred to as oral
reading, r•eading aloud, intel"pretive reading, and
1

interpre~ive

Mabel Pearl Lloyd e,nd John Tryon Marshman, Modflrn
S}lort §j,iQ.t:Je§ .!.QJ! ~ L~rnreta:t1.Qn (Menasha, \-Jisoonsln:
George Banta Publishing Company. 1933), p. 1.
2
J·oseph I~'. Smith and James H. Linn, .§.lull .1u ~
~lo~ (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1960), p. 7.

\

2

speech.

Although the name itself is not of chief concern,

this variety of terminology causes some confusion in definition and aims, as well as in standards of performanoe.3
Interpretation, as the term has been accepted in
academic circles, is a discipline no less demanding 'than
other ttrts.

An a1•tist by hts penetrating insight, knowledge,

and. skill 1•eveals form and essence in the natur•e of all
things and gives an "ideal c·opy" of reality.
of the painter, the actor, the sculptor.
~rue

of the oral interpreter.

This is true

Moreover, it is

He also is a creative artist.

Irt. his skillful presentation of the thoughts and emotions of

the author or the author's imaginary persons, the inter-

preter is creatil'lg the kind of illusion on
other• arts are founded.

~rhlch

all the

By the power of h1.s imagincttion he

is developing a feeling as genuine as the author's; the

reader may even go further and reveal depths unfelt by the
author. 4 He is n.ot merely givlng vocalization to the process
of silent reading.
art of' Ol:"'al reading.

He becomes acutely involved in art-,..the
Just as all activities classified as

art are successful only through the skillful use of technique,

3ot1s J. Aggertt and Elbert R. Bowen, Communi~atl~~
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 19.56), pp. LJ--5.
4\<layland Maxfield Parrish, Reag1DB:, 1\lswd (third editlon; New York: The Hone.ld Press Company, 1953), p. 419.

~

effeot~ve

interpretation can result only from techniques so

integrated. and blended as to develop an illusion of rea11ty • .5

It is now evident that the interpretive reader,
endeavoring to communicate the author's ideas as he himself understands them, must use his enti·c·e visible personalj. ty in meaningful ways.

the eyes of his listeners.

He appeals to both the ears and
He not only must communicate

audibly, but also visibly if he hopes to achieve a contag1ous transference of appreciation for a work from reader to
listener. This desire to share appreciation is quite natural
to us. 6 We enjoy transmitting our understanding of a work to
others.

In this study, therefore, interpretation means "the
oral oommunioatiotl of ideas and feelings from the printed
page to an audience, so that the listeners will understand
the ideas and will experience the feelings. u7

As a point; of

clarification it should be noted that thr:oughout this study
the terms or•al in·terpretation, 1nterpretation,eand oral

reading will be used interchangeably and will refer to this
definition.

5charles H. Woolbert and s. E. Nelson, 1~ ~ ~
InterQr~tg}e Speech (New York: Appleton-Century•Grofts,
Inc., 195 , p. 24.
6
Aggertt and. Bowen, l.Q.Q. • ..Q,ll.

7~.

I

CHAPTER II
IMPORTANCE OF ORAL INTERPRETATION
A tremen.dous torrent of printed matter pours daily
from the presses of

land.

OUl"'

Somehow all of this material

gets read by someone; however, mor:tt of ·!;his reading is done
privately an.o. silently for the personal satisfaction of the
individual reader.

Most writing is not voiced, either by

the author who creates it,
intended to affect.

Ol" by

the reader whom

1'1;;

is

In our age of mass communication the

days when grandfather read aloud to the family f;rom the
1
Bible have slipped away.
No doubt such oral reading helped
to form the taste of many speakers • writers, and listeners.
The nineteenth century saw a host of skiJ.led, unskilled. a:n.d
overskilled public readers interpreting literature for mil-

lions of listeners.

The cur·rent practice of private silent

reading deprives us of many values that our forefathers
en,joyed--values social, cul tur•al, and spiritual, as well as
educational.

In spite of theBe facts oral interpretation oeems to
be making a comeback.

It appears that in the future more

and more individuals will be called upon to interpret to
others the prtnted page.

While gr•andfather may n() longer

1Parr1.sh, .!2.n• ~., pp. 3-4.

5
be reading in the parlor, it 1.s becoming almo:st impossible
for persons pursuing some sort of higher education tc' escape

situations which will require reading something aloud.

It

is useless for one to do such readtpg it' he does not ful•
fill his purpose; if his reading is not crystal clear.

The

recent success of Agnes I1oorehead, Charles Laughton, Charles
Boyer, Charlton Heston, and many other Broadway and Hollywood.
stars is encouraging, for literature like musio is in need of
translation from symbols to sounds.
Some works are ultimately mea:tlt to be read aloud and
no matter how finely attuned the mind's ear. a silent
reading can never reveal the full cadence of rhythm
and sound in a work tha~ finds its highest expression
in an. oral ]!>erformance.
The same feeling, that 11 te:r•ature does profit from
the lnterpre"te:t• 1 s art, has been expressed by the late P:t•ofes-

l
~

r

sor S. H. Clarl{:

I believe there is no better way to inculcate the
love of literature than by having it read aloud. We
talk glibly of the sonorous rhythm of Milton's verse
but cannot quote a line. We talk of the fertile
imagination and sublim.e passion of Shakespeare but
how many of us ever p1ck him up for an hour's reading?
We talk of the tenderness, of the homeliness of the
Lyrics of Burns but never read them.J

Such 11 tera ture is the wealth of ages.

It mirl"ors the most

ins·tructive experience of the human race.

The fullness and

2Charlotte I. Lee, ~ Inter~retation (Boston:
Houghton. 1'1iffl1n Company, 1952), p. 6.

3Lloyd and. Marshman, l..Q..Q. • .QJ....:t;...
~

-

6

richness of thls literature can be made accessible to a. considerable number of people through the oral reader whose
standards of taste and abilities are approximately commensurate

with the standards of those

who

have oJ:-eated the

W01"1<.4

Aside from the purely artistic consic1erat1on, there
are educational advantages to be found in oral reading.

By

preparing a selection for oral reading one can get a better
understanding of the structure of language.

By having to

make the meaning of a work clear to a. critical audience, one
receives an appreclat:tcm of the sometimes intricate inter ...

relationships of the

p..;~,rts

of a

sentenoe··~·of

subordination, of balance, and con·trast.5

modification and

At the same time

the student is sharpening his sensitivity to character, to
emotion, and to fine literature.
Moreover, justification for the study and practice of
oral reading can be found in the fact that one should improve
his speaking skills, both public and private.

Sharper dic-

tion, improved voice, sl<:i.llful use of facial expr(')Ssions and
gestures, and improved poise and confidence should result.6
Such abilities and qualities are aids in spe{wh oorPecti on,

acting, radio and television,

4 Parrish,

.sm•

.Q.1.t.,

an.d

publ:i.c speaking.

li'rom a

pp. 6-7.

SAggertt and Bowen, .Q.Q.. Ql.t.., pJ;l 11.
6cornelius Carmen Cunningham, ~~-~~~ ~ ~ ~
1\tl. (Nelr-J York: 'I'he H.one.ld P1•erss Company. 19L~l), p. 15.

'?

strictly academic point of view, interpretation is a part of
our educational history.

Some of the oldest speech depart•

ments in the nation--such as the ones at University of
Michigan and Northwestern Uni vers 1 ty--e.re direct outgrowths

of oral interpretatiorl. 7

I

7

Lionel Crool<:er and Louis I1. Eioh, Oral Jle§g1ng (New
York: Prentice-Hall, Ino., 1955), p. Jl.

CHAPTER III
CHOICE OF SUBJECT r1ATTEH

Choosing the subject matter, or theme, for this oral
r•eading selection was actually a matter of deduction.

First

of all, the writer felt that a whimsical topic would not be
appropriate.
title,

11

The topic had to be serious, worthy of the

Thesis. 11

This is not to say that it had to be

bookish and unadorned, but the subject matter needed to be
worthwhile.

1'he importance of selecting a worthwhile sub,ieot

for interpretatjon w1as emphasized by Plato who would have
excluded poets from his ideal republic because of the vulgarity of their public readings.

There is a type of person, he

said,

who will narrate anything; • • • nothing will be too
bad for him; and he will be ready to imitate anything,
not as a joke, but in right, good earnest, and before
a large o:ompany. • • • He ~'1111 attempt to represent ·the
role of thunder, the noise of' wind and hail, o:r• the
creaking of wheels, and pulleys, and the various sounds
of flutes, pipes, trumpets, and all sorts of tnstruments;
he will bark like a dog, bleat lil<e a sheep, or crow
like a cook; his entire art will consist of imitation of
voice and gesture.l
Moreover, the author realized. that he woulrl be offering
to public view something of himself.

Not only his intelli-

gence, but also his system of values would be called into
1Franc1s McDonald Cornford (trans.),~ ~D~11~ ~
.PJ&-:to. {New York: Oxford University Press, 1955), pp. 80-85.

f

9

question.

Subject matter that seemed to be trash would not

be suitable.

The cannons of social good taste had to be

observed. 2
The likes and dislikes of the author were also considered.

It would not have been advisable to prepare a sub-

ject in which the autho:r• had 11 ttle or no 1nte:r•est, for

boredom and inhibition would no doubt result.

If a warm.

personal, and direct communication was to be achieved, the
author

had.

to be interested in what he was doing, and eager

that his hearers reoei ve what he said. and appreciate it.

It

was felt that subject matter interesting to the author would
also

be

interesting to an audience if the reading d.eal t with

a universal problem.

While it would be difficult to find

material that would immediately appeal to all persons regardless of their intellectual or cultural backgrounds, a topio
was sought that would be potentially interesting to all people
because it touched on a common experience--something with
which an audience could easily become 1nvolved.3
These, and many o-ther considerations, caused the
author to write "Death Shall Die, 11 a dialogue depicting a.
young boy's efforts to discover the purpose and meaning of
his life.

Although the rea<lh1g, a sum'rJa.ry of which follows,

2 Smith and. Linn, .!m.• .Q.l..t.., p. 14 ..

3Lae, ~· 91~., p. 15.

10
dealt with des.th and man •s

se~n~ch

for truth--aspects of life

which are common to all people--the subject also has a certain

quality of immediacy.
~

The reoent Rockefeller.

~ort.

Qn Eg~g~

contained the following statement:

It is essential that we enable young people to see
themselves as participants in one of the most exo1t1ng
eras 1n history~. and to have a. sense of purpose in
relation to it.'+

In this spirit nneath Shall Die 11 tells of how a young boy
found himself as an individual, then lost himself 1n interests,
oa.uses, and ideas larger and more enduring than himself.
A

1..ainy

afternoon in Seattle, Washington, is the

scene as the dialogue opens.
simply

~C'eferred

to as

11

The principal character,

boy, 11 for he is emblematic of all

teenage boys, takes an airplane from 5eattle to his home
near Los Angeles.

He talks of the weather, the beautiful

Seattle skyline, then relaxes for a nap.

However, he ctoes

not reach the Los Angeles airport, for the aJ.rplane crashes
in Myrtle Creek, Oregon, and a.J.l passengers aboard pel'"ish.

Sudo.enly death has become an experience for the boy--an unex...
peoted experience.

Before he has an opportunity to fully

scrutin1.ze the situatlon. the boy is greeted by

r·~ary,

the

mother of Christ. and Aristotle, who have come to eaoort
him from this world to the next.
I.J.
~

h

•

William Nichols (ed.), A J.'Wi T;ceasJ..~. .2!. Wor,.Wi .it.Q.
(New Yorlo Simon and Scht.tster, Inc., 19.59), p. 18.

11

I.n the next scene we find the boy star1ding on a hill
overlooking his hometown.

Artistotle and Mary have given him

this opportunity to be alone and medl tate.

Late1· he is

joined on the hill by Aristotle who carries with him 'the
boy's Book of Life.

All mat tel's pertah1ing to the boy are

recorded in the book.

When the boy questions Aristotle con-

cerning the fact that his book (his life) has ended after
only seventeen years, Aristotle tells him that an end has not
come to the book--a new translation is simply gotng to be
written, as happens with all worthy books.

At this point in

the reading, Aristotle discloses himself t;o the boy as a
transildi!.tor.

He states that he will help the boy trans.iliate

his life into death so that the boy will then be prepared to
have his Bo?k of Life translated into the glories of the
next

expe~ienoe.

Throughout the course of the dialogue

Aristotle stresses the importance of logical reasoning if
'life is to be understood.

It soon becomes apparent

tl:.la t

one

is successfully translated into death only when he realizes
· that he is ready for death by virtue of the faot that he has
truly lived.

This requires that one

11

know thyself," and

subsequently reach a point of mature individuality.

When

the boy realizes that mature individuality will lead one to
become involved. in mankind, the translation into death is
complete, for we are successfully finished with the old version of our Book of Life (our earthly existence) only when we
have lived for others.

I
t

i
F
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In the final scene Mary, the ultimate translator,
joins Aristotle at1d the boy on the hill.
the boy understand the logic in death.
the boy into the next experience.

Aristotle helped
Mary will now escort

vJhen the boy expresses

concern for the many confused people left on earth, Mary
explains that experience as well a.s reason, is important if
one is to understand life.

Experience will help those who

are earthbound find themselves.

They will realize that there

is hope in the continuing oyole of life, for in the final
analysis, only death shall die.

CHAPTEH IV
ANALYSIS

OF AR.T ELEr1ENTS

NECESSAHY TO AN

ORAL READING SELECTION
Although there are numerous ways to treat any subject
it is unnecessary to manti on tha·t sorne ways are more effec ....
Certain f'aotors seem to be common to all

tive than others.
enjoyable readings.

Therefore, it was necessary for the

author to select touchstones that would help

hj.m

assess the

value of "Death Shall Die 11 as a piece of' literature.

The

touchstones selected··-f.ound in Char•lotte I. Lee's book,
~

Interpretation--were the extrinsic factors of. univer-

sality, individuality, and

sugg~stion,

and the intrinsic

factors of. unity and harmony, variety and. contrast, rhythm,
and balance and proportion. 1 The interpretive reading
systems and theories of other writers were studied--Lionel
Crooker, Louis M. Eioh, Martin Cobin, Cleanth Brooks--but
the standards for a good oral reading selection explained by
Lee were chosen because Lee was more directly concerned with

the actual oral production of a work than were other writers. 2
1
2

Lee,

.QD..

.Q..1t.. ,

pp. J.l.J.-26.

Although Lee's description and. definition of intrinsic and extrinsic factors were used in this section. the
terminology originally came from L:l.terature ~ £ l11 1:n~ ~ by
C. C. Cunningham (New York: Ronald P:z•ess, 1941).

14
Moreover, the stanclards selected seemed to cover most of the
important factors suggested by other writers.
EarliEil" in this paper we have mentioned the un1 veraality of "Death Shall Die."

The topic--a boy's efforts to

understand the purpose and meaning in life--touches on feelings common to most people.

The boy's statement that he is

"always jumping through hoops that other folks think are
necessary," :l.s surely a realization encountered by most
people.

·rhroughout the reading similar motives, feelings,

and experiences were alluded to in a.n effort t:o assure a
uni versal:t ty of response.
1'he second. of the extrlnsic factors to look for in an
oral reading is lnd1viduali'ty.

Does the author treat his

material in a unique way, or does the Nork sound like many
other writings on the same or a similar theme?

This factor

of individuality is difficult for the inexperienced writer
to achiE-)ve;

n~lvertheloss,

during the writing of "Death Shall

Die, 11 in.d:tvid.uali ty was retained as a goal.

The following

lines ind:tcate the author's effort to reach that goal;
"Gran.i te peaks covered w1 th

sno~'l

and the dark green of

stately oonlfers are backdrops for the city's seven hills-crowned with glistening buildings, v1ashed. clean by the day's
rain. 11

Such lines give personal! ty to a reading selection

and keep it from sounding like the work of dozens of other
writers.

The subject matter itself reflects some degree of

r

t

15
individuality, but a personal touch is achieved more
oially in the way the subject·has been treated.

espe~

The more

choice of prlnolpal character•s--I1ary, Aristotle, and the
typical young boy--give a freshness of expression to'the
material.
Suggestion is the th:l.rd extrinsic fe.ctor necessary to
a good oral reading.

lt has been said that,

"~Che

mark of a

good book or poem is often not so much what it says as what
it leaves unsaid and prompts you to think for yourself."3
In "Death Shall Die" when the boy says

11

Life is really an

oi+ painttng--you lose sight of its true beauty S.f you stand
too close 1 11 the audience is p:t•ompted to r•eeall an image and

an idea, yet the author's intended thought is not stated in
black and white.

'rhis gives the members of an audience a

chance to participate in the reading by drawing on their own
experiences.

Again the factor of suggestiveness is seen when

Aristotle says,

11

Eaeh Book of Life that concerns a truly

worthy person is not discarded at the time of death but must
be translated into a better language."

What vistas of thought

this opens up!
The three extrinsic faotors-d·uni versali ty, 1nd1 vidual-

1ty, and suggestion--will take the listeners beyond the words

they hear and into the whole range of human experience.

3Aggertt and Bowen, QR. Qii., p. 80.

A

16
writer's ability to tnclude these factors in his writing is
usually determined by his knowledge of people, the extent of
his experiences, and the degree of his acquaintance with
4
literature.
Intr3.nsio qua.l:l ties--unity and harmony, variety and
contrast, rhythm, and balance and proportion--have to due
largely with the author's skill with words.

These factors

of art; must be consider•ed in the preparation of ax1 oral l"'eading selection if appealing, flowing language :ts to be
achieved.
11

Dc~ath

Shall Die 11 contains many elements of unity

that l{eep the listeners 1 minds focused in one channel of
thought.

1'he young boy, passing from confusion into under-

standing helps hold the material togcthel".

Unity is also

strengthened by the fact that the dialogue takes place in a
single setting--the hill above town.

Moreover, the fact

that ve'f:ly 11 ttle time passes during ·the dialogue contributes
to the unified effect.
Unity of effect is supported in "Death Shall Die" by
harmony between words and ideas.

Frivolous worc1s were not

used to decide serious thoughts.

The author

tr~.ed

ahtays 1io

suit the ttOl"ds to the spec:tfio situation t'lhile at the same
time keeping all in accord with the total theme of hope
found in the continuing cycle of life.
4

'1J:.?.111. '

p • '7 8 •

rrhe characters were

17
kept logical

throughout~

the reading and although they were

created in a situation of phantasy, their actions always had
a logj.c in relation to their pe:rsonali ties and. the si tua t1on

in which they found. themselves.
Vi:\. thout variety and contrast an oral reading would be

dull and

unint(~resting;

however, the two must work together

to add. a. change of pace or to helghten an effect and must
never be so gx•eat as to destroy unity.

Variety was achieved

in noeath Shall Dieu when Aristotle and Mary stressed c!.if•
ferent factors in telling the boy how he could live the good
life.

Aristotle spoke of reasoning and its importance to one

who would understand life.

On the other hand, Mary felt that

experience was the most vital factor.

Variety was also pro-

vided by presenting the boy first in a. confused state of mind,
and then at the end of the dialogue, in an enlightened, reassured state.
We note contrast in the ages of the three characters.
The boy is in late adolescence; Mary, 1n middle adulthood;
· and Aristotle is in late a.dul thood.

The boy, with his uncer-

tainty and many questions, is 1n oontr•ast to the wisdom displayed by Aristotle and Mary.

r

I'IIost people are not able to concentrate exclusively
on an idea for a long period of time; therefore, rhythm in
content is impor·tant to an oral reading.

11

Death Shall Die 11

establishes a rhythm of j_ntellectual oonten·t in the recu:t"rEmt
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shift of attention from the boy to Aristotle, back to the

boy, to Mary, and baok to the boy,

The alternation between

description and narrt:,ltton in the first part of the reading,
and dialogue and exposition in the last half of the reading
continues to prov1.de thls important a.sp·::Jct of 0011tent.

The last intrinsic factors to be consid.ered are balance
and proportion.

"In prose the author is careful to bring out

his main intention by the amount of material and space he
spends in elaborat1.ng a point. n5

If an author goes off on

exourB:tons into h•releva.ncies, he t.Yill appear to not fully
grasp h:\.s subject, and his writing wi.ll be vague and unsatisfactory.
The balance point of "Death Shall Die 11 is reached near
the mi<'.iclle.

About the same deg:t•ee of lntenslty and propor-

tion of content lead up to and follO't'l the point on which the
ma terlal rests.

frhe focal point of the selection is ree.ohed

t'lhen the boy realizes that,

11

0ne has truly tasted life only

t>Ihen he has lived for others. 11

In order• to prevent audience

in:terest from sagglng befor•e and after th5.s point is reached,
the foJJ.otf<Jlng three peaks of interest tr.rere established in

the seJ.ectlon:

(l) the boy's

dE~ath;

{2) the presentation of

Aristotle as the translator of life into death; and (J) the

presentation of Mary as the transla·tor of death into the next
experlence.

- - -5 - -

crocker and Eich, toq • .Q.ll..
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Although the intrinsic factors have been discussed
separately, they are parts of the whole and should be considered :ln relation to all the qualitles of the oral reading
seleot::lon if' they are to
total effect.

We

mal(e

a notable contribution to the

hr.ive made the intrinsic factors mutually

exclusive merely for purposes of Btud.y.

CHAPTEH V

In the final analysis, let us record most sincerely
that the preparation of this oral reading

sel.~:~ction

a l"ich and rewarding experience f'or. the authOl".

has been

It has often

bean said that no idea is really ours until we vocalize it.
The author had an idea--a thought about life--for· some time,

but only when he tried to share that thought with others was
the thought so enlarged, so refined, that it became a part of
himself.

In order for the author to grasp hls idea and hold

it so firmly that, if offered

·co

others, it wouldn't be com-

pletely taken from him, he was forced to discover the emotions
underlying his thought, and then learn as much as possible
about 'che import of all the words he uned in the selection.
Only then could he give expression to his thought.

If it

is true that no life can develop without some form of expression, then this project has been more than an academic requi:I•e-

ment.

It has been an enrichment for at least one life.
It would be difficult, as well as presumptuous, to say

what this selection might mean to other people.

v;e can say

with assurance that within each of us there is a d.esil"e to
communicate thoughts and emotions with others.
gregarious and has a spiritual craving that
to be essentially lonely.

~:'he

cau~:les

human :ts
him often

An or•m.l reading selectlon can
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often satisfy this loneliness.

Charles Laughton has stated.

·that one reason people enjoy hearing selections read in

public is that for the moment the listeners are all bound
together, that they momentarily lose their sense of being
1
alone.
How exci t1ng 1 t is to run the ri ~3k of bej.ng a. part

of this binding forcet

----·
..- - · ·

'Jli

1.~

···=---

~.,

p. 8.

EPILOGUE
"'Tis to create, and i.n creating lj.ve
A being more in-tense, tha. t

lo<J'e

end.ow

With form our fancy, gaining as we give
The lif'e we image, even as I do now.
What am I?

Nothing; but not so art thou,

Soul of my thought! with whom I traverse earth,
Invisible but gazing, as I glow
Mixed 11>11 th thy sp:tri t, blend.ed with thy birth,

And feeling still w1.th thee in my crushed feeling's dearth. 11
nChild. Harold 1 s Pilgrimage 11

Canta III, Stanza VI
Geor•ge Gorclon, Lord Byron

DEATH

S HALL

DI E

A Dialogue For Oral Interpretation
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.l2.rul.
I could hear the rain dashing in big drops on the
stea.r.a1ng streets that day in See.ttle, just as it had done

every afternoon slnce I arrived in September.

'l'wenty-seven

days, and a :r:ert of each da.y had been reserved for Mother
Nature who would shake her clouds in a spirit of wild grace
ur1til they released their moisture and freshened the city.
Actually, Seattle has the most unoriginal weather I have

ever encountered.

Its either

drying off constantly.

r~aining,

working up to it, or

People in Seattle really do make

appointments by the rain--it isn't just a myth.
says to you,

11

! 1 11 see you after the rain tomorrow. 11 you

know they mean three o'clock.
is

thf'~

started

If someone

Three o 1 clock in the afte:r:noon

time my airplane left on that certain unusual day I
·t;o

tell you about.

Don't misunderstand me; I could have taken a flight
out of Seattle any time of. the day.

Rain never seems to

affect ;;)eattle' s flying schedules--1 t doesn't affect much of
anything up there, except transplanted Southern Californians,
like myself.

Having been born and reared near Los Angeles,

I just didn't have the heliu"t to do somethj.ng x•eaJ. important,

like flying home, while the rain was coming dovm.

In

Southern California we're taught te> have a little more
reverence

~1here

rain is concerned.

Rain :tn our pai•t of ·the

country, is treated more like we treat my Aunt Cather:l.ne.
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She doesn't visit us often. but when she does come, we stay
out of he:r way and regard her with great respect, for she's
usually ill-humored and somewhat unpredictable.

Coming from

that ·tradition, I couldn't con.slder flying home from Seattle
before the rain stopped.

Besides, 1 t gave me an insecure

feeling to piotur•e the pilot of my plane si tt1ng squarely
before the controls 1.n full dress uniform, w1 th his heavily
braided blue cap pulled rakishly over one tye, and overshoes
on his feet.

I'm never at my best in

overshoes~-I

don't

think that anyone is.
Anyt'lay, the rain had stopped when our plane J.eft the
Seattle airport.

He taxied down the runway for a. bout one-

half mile, veered to the left and then, with a muffled roar,
rumbled back toward the terminal.

\ole passed between the

termin.al and some hangers and cnntj.nued on for the longest
time.

Just as I began to thlnk that we were going to take

the freeway to Los Angeles, the runway faded from view and
we were soon high over the city.
\<!hat a breathtakingly beautiful sight--flying out of
Seattle in the afternoon.

Granite peaks powered with snow

and the dark green of stately conifers were ba.cl{drops for
the cities seven hills, crowned with
washed clean by the day's rain.

glisten.!~

builtUngs,

I didn't want to loo1< out

the wind.ov-ts often, because everyone else \'UlS l"eading net-tspapers or paper back novels and acted as though they did that

f
~

~

ir
L

t-
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sort of thing every day.

I did sneak a peek a:t the televi-

sion tm>Jar on Quean Anne Hill.

that tower.

My

a.partmemt was next to

Soon we wtn•e higher and I couln't see the land

any more because of the clouds.

Seattle has a lot of cloudy

days in the fall of the year.
I didn't ever see Seattle again.
in the air sleep crept in and relaxed me.

pens every time I start traveling.

As soon as we were
That's '1-'lha. t hap ...

I dreamed of' what it

would be lilte to be in. the pilot 1 s cabin ••• twisting rows of
complicated dials with 1.nsolent skill ••• giving orders to my
Cl"ew.

Perhaps I should have been up front, for it t'l1as all

over with before I knew 1t.
cry.

There was a ory, a very loud

A dreadful clamor, mod.ulated i.n savage discords, filled

my ears.

The sheer unexpectedness of 1·c made my hair stir.

I heard the sirens and people scrambling over the wreckage.
I had about decided to pray when they found me, but I was
dead.

At n.rst I didn't see anyone else, but I'm sure every-

one on that flight was dead.

The plane was scattered over

most of Myrtle Creek, Oregon.
Then a funny thing happened.

I looked up and saw

someone in the distance--a man carrying a large book··-moving
swiftly toward me.

The man. had a thin body, and a pale face,

made whiter by the blue veins marld.ng hls hallow temples.
f.Hs grey eyes, deep under

on me.

e. high-arched forehead,

~rere

fixed

Sudd.enly, as he stepped to my slC'le, he was no longer•
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alone.

~~ry

was with him.

Oh, it was Mary alright.

Older

than I would have thought, but I've been to Sunday School
enough to know Mary.

I was rather surprised to see her in

the middle of that mournful uproar, but before I could speak,
the elderly gentleman bent down and said to me, in his low
resonant voice, rtMy boy, this is Mary and I am Aristotle. 11
Just lil<e that.

'~We've

come to escort you to eternal peace.

Are you prepared to depart?"

Well, I could tell by the way

he said it that he didn't just mean was I ready to leave
Myrtle Creek.

The fact that he had someth:1.ng a 11 ttle more

thorough in mind was stressed by the feeling of sincere concern radiated by Mary's dark eyes.

After remaining open-

mouthed for a full minute I suggested that maybe he was a
little previous, because I'm only seventeen, but he said
that there e.re some organizations tha.t just don 1 t make mis-

takes.

Anyway, that's why I'm on this hill now, above the

town where I was born.
Looking down toward town makes me feel kind of
excited all over--its such a beautiful sight.

That grove of

aspen just at the edge of West Lane is brilliant this
October day.

Some clumps of trees are still light green;

some have just begun to turn; others have already been
transformed by a soft lion-gold hue, I wonder ••• 1t seems
ages since I last stopped and really took note of the leaves
changing colors.

Is

thar~.~

very muoh that 1 s more important
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than thj,s?

A cool breeze is coming down the valley and making

every leaf tremble.

I'm tempted, just a little, to follow

that breeze through the glitter of the aspen to home.
Aristotle and Mary said that I could stay here for a
little while, just so I 1 d be sure that life is going to continue wlthout me.

I think they wanted me to be reassured

that; my family could endure this tragedy so that I wouldn •t
worry later.

I stayed around the house for a little while,

but that was unbearably sad.

My father was trying to be oom-

forlting, but the family and all the people t\lho came by the
house were;really not holding up well.

I couldn't blame them

either, because the first thing they saw when they got inside
the house was my box--right in the middle of the parlor.

The

box had been placed bett\leen the spinet arid the green chester':"'
fleld-·the one mom wants to have recovered.

Oh, the box was

closed alright, but that just made matters worse.
knew why the box was closed.

Everyone

What could you expect, crashing

from 8,500 feet?
Its going to all be over soon.
this afternoon will be brief.

The graveside service

Old Reverend Dodd doesn't

like to stand out in the heat of a mid-day sun.
to be a dazzling warm day.

Its going

By noon the dust and smoke of

town life will be ridi.ng high in the heavens, casting a haze
about the valley.

The town's sharp lines are already becoming

softer and more remote--a bit out of t•ocus.

Thts is a glorious
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spot!

I can't help wanting to sit here in the afternoon sun

for a long time.

Why must death take me?

Lately I've been

so wrapped up in the affairs of everyday life that I hade

almost lost sight of the truly important things.

When you

stand on this hill and look down to the town, the farms and
factories, the school yards and corn fields, the vineyards
and green pastures, somehow its easier to breath deeply of
life and put things in their proper perspective.

I had come to this hill more often.

I~1fe

I wish that

is really a fine

oil painting--you lose sight of its true beauty if you stand
overly close.

Why does everythlng have to end so suddenly--

just when I've found rny hill?
me.

Perhaps Aristotle can answer.•

I see him coming now--still carry1l1g .that huge book he

carried the first time we met.
Aristotl~

Pardon me my boy. I've interrupted your contemplation.
And what a beautiful place to contemplate.

I

was contemplating things that are more in your realm

than mine.

What's the book you're carrying.

You must remember that now our realms are the same.
This is your Book of Life.

In it are recorded all matters

pertaining to you.

Just me?

Pretty long book for such a short life.
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A:c1£tt2~lgj,

You were rather aot:tve ..
BO!

\vhy did death have to be written in so soon?

Stand-

ing on this hill I was just beginning to understand myself a
little, end now, why must everything end?
Aristotle
The time is appropriate my boy.

~l:'his

is indicated by

the :fact tha.t seeking complete self ..knowledge is a life-time
job.

You are beginning to understand yourself better, because

_ the allotted time for the job has almost passed.

You make

death sound.like a conquering army that has achieved some
great success by swooping down on you in the night and carry ...
ing you away.

Why make him look as though he had taken the

spring out of the year?

Death is nothing to fear.

ing more than a little sleep.

Hhy, there are

Its noth-

<~ountless

pies and potions that can make you sleep just as well.

popLook

to death as a pleasure, for after one short sleep has passed,
you w-ake eternally in a. better life.
~

I don't really understand.

You make it sound as though

tomor•row wa.s going to be a good deal lil{e yes terda.y, only

with a 11 ttle more su11shine.
in your hand.

Yet, you have the Book of Life

With a book there's a beginning and an end:tng,

and when you get to the end, there just isn't any more.
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Api§j?ol(l,f,!
Well my boy, if suoh is the oase, do you suppose that
when a person dies the

Gret~.t

Author of all mankind simply

pioks up the Book of Life oo11oerning that particulcu• individual, stamps DISCARD across the pages, and oasts the book
or1 a junk pile?

JiQx.

i.Jhat else can you do with an old book?

Oh, you might

not throw 1t away-·-you might ,just put it on the shelf' some•
\~here--but

the result is the same.

The book is closed.

Its

out of circulation.
~~stotle

Is that always the case?

are truly worth-while?

vJhat happens to bool-cs that

Are they discarded?
Boy:

Well ••• no, I guess not.

If its really a good book,

its usually translated into other

lax~uages.

Maybe even

made into a movie.

Art§totl§
And. r.w it is with a genuinely good life.

Each Book

of Life that has to do w1 th a t-ruly worthy person is not dis-

carded at the time of death, but must be translated 1nto a
better language.

\ve have come to the last page in your book,

but the book is not closed,

Only the old verslon is finished.•

A new and more magnificent translation lies ahead of you.
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Before you can begin that new tranalatj.on you must logically

understand why the old version ls oompl<:Jted.

I

~iill

stand

here with you, on this beautiful hill--gazing over the valleys

and plateaus of your past--and help you translate your life
into this new experience, death.

w.
How very strange ••• a short while ago death was just; e .
word, and now it is an experiencf;.

I didn't have any sort

of special feeling that told me l had really lived and was
now ready fot• some thin_.~ new.
Aristotu
·That is why I am here my boy, to serve as a translator.
You need to tiranslate your life into death before a new tra:nsu•
lation of your book can be 't'lri tten.

Together we shall bi:r16.

up all the scattered leaves of your life and you will see
that you were ready for death by virtue of the faot that you
had lived.

Tell me, d.o you feel totally unprepared. to go on

toward new horizons?
~

It's just that I worry about leaving.

I1y grandpa--

that's funny, I haven't thought about him in a long time ....-ha
used to say that we are all the sum total of our actions.
You know, death is a strange thing, for it makes a fellow
stop and think,

I've begun to understand my own merit a

11 ttle, standJ.ng her-e on this hill.

I realize now that I've
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made few people happy--contributed so little to the world.
It's almost as though I were leavin.g a job half finished.
Whatever it was I was supposed to do just didn't quite get
done.

That~

I thtnk, is why I don't feel ready to leave.

1.\rist otl~.
A job?

Yes •• j~ou would look at it that way.

Do you

truly suppose that it is your duty to leave the world running smoothly,

contentr~d.ly '?

has been able to accomplish.

'rha t 's somethlng no other mortal
Oh, you're quite correct when

you suggest that we become what we d.o, that is why a book
has been kept on you.

You see, you are the sum total of

your acttons, and I couldn't figure that in my head.

Never-

theless, I think that your character has received sufficient
time for growth and development.

!W..x.
I only wish that I had been able to remove some of the
confv.sion that surrounds us--to clarify something--to help
even one individual see what the world is about and how he
could fit into it significantly.

Perhaps in the process I

might have reoei ved some increae1ed insight.
teen years old.

olds down there.
purpose.

I'm only seven-

There are an awful lot of seventeen year
Many of them simply don't feel a sense of

I know what they're going through--·trying to

determine whether or not
difference.

Ttlhat they d.o

will really mal<:e a

It's a tragedy to fail or succeed and :feel that

neither matters.

'l'here's an obsession down there of keeping

busy, often \'ll th activities of 11. ttle value--anything to
avoid an awareness of being alive.

People should. come to this place on the hill often.
!f one stands here and looks back, it's easy to understand

the importance of what Plato said centuries ago, "Know thyself."

SuQh advice as this I once passBd on to my son,

l

told him, as I shall now tell you, that we must be logical
and not hide from ourselves, for the rno:r:•e we hide, the more
we distrust ourselves--just as we fear a.nd distrust most
strangers.

Only when we find ourselves through correct

reasoning can we live the good life and be prepared to
depart in peace.

Sometimes we fincl a clue in some chance

remark by an old fr3.end, a bit read in some

l~ise

book, a

fleeting thought during a moment of deep feeling and deeper
med1 tati on.

Offhand 1t wouldn't seem difflcult to put your words
into action, for it should be as easy as pie to know oneself.
After all,

~re

exchange intimate thoughts more with ourselves

than with anyone else.

Is 1t rer:!lly thr:tt easy to find. oneself

and avoid distress in deai;n?

Distress in death?
if you see only

d:tstre~:~s

The translation j_s far• f'r•om clear
in deat;h and do not u.rJ.dE:'ll"Stand

step.

! suppt)tse it •s really the d.is·cress tn life

me and prevettts me frorn
into death.
wo:t."l"Y'it~~

Life is

about

whi~

t1'1~l1d~

years.

the roe.HlUir'(IHn®::rlts for

th~

I 'vo been

~~a.a neef.HH~~t.r>y

t1 tle

Yea, my boy, so we

W('Jt'e

11

\·JelJ. HounclecL"

informed brd'ore. baing PJ.osigned

orlginHl flavor of your book thl"ough
know now oenaorah1p bm:\.rcls runoM.(m...
look a good por·t;ton of' your,

halls of eter.ni ty.

lo~H·~

transla.t1on~

any of the

but you

Ho\'H''JV(I.lr, 'tie can over ....

~.h ••• enthwgi&'\film

tor life

l:luo.h spirit aa y(>urs in :needed in th®

You have wa.nti1.ged to t;el.eu;;cope

$0

much

into your seventeen ye!u:s-..·to tl')Uly 11 ve &J.l you:t:W l1.fe .......
that 1 t was

felt~

yt.Ju.

vla:c~;1

the next experience.
liil>djl.U~ting

or:.HJtJ@~l

i;o

et€~rl11 ty •

i=-

F
.--'

most or the time

in order to rneet

He \l!rU.l t:t"Y not to

thl.B pal"'tlcula:r m1ss11on.

youth.

h~;1.ppy

t=

I

I have had f>l lot of f\m....... some-

t1mee a little mox•<a f'un than

yom:~

f'ron1 life

th<-H" or not people will f1:m1 themael vee.

sev~11teen

because of'

tl~tltnf.llation

wm:rri~ls

so oon.fua 1.11{{ thr:"' t I can •t help

~)fte:n

Oh, dor.t • t mj.aunllersrtand me.
during rny

a o1er.rr

i~ha t

ready to mt:1lW a contt•i butl on

You aee, many
rrha

n~nm~~SS

pt.'H:lpl~

·t~o

havf; diffioul ty

Of a timalaas

e~~3.stdl:n00

mt::uw people to &.Liopt 111 drea<lfu.lly slow pace.

peoplt:1l' ti\re hi clang en" of loe.ih,g;;the l.x> 1:ndJ. vidunli i;y.

Such
l'ou

i

I~--

J6
.Box

But 1 1m only seventeen.
stupen.dc.ms.

I've never done anything

Only had my name in the paper three t1 mes--when

I was born, t-then I g:t•aduated from the eighth grade, and then
two clays ago.

There isn't any dange:t"' that I

m.~ght

lose my

1nd1vuality, for I don't-think I possess suoh a thing.

P,.;r 1 §Ji.Q:th
You must have reached a. point of mature individuality,
or we would not have been sent for you.

Th~~

old version of

your Book of Life must contain 1nd1viual:tty before a new
translation can be written.

•ro me, incUvicluality incUcates a certain amount of

self-assuredness.

I've ahrays been concerned by the fact

that I have no definite op1n.1on about so many topics.
people can spout rigid

theor~. es

Other

a. bout innumerable subjects,

but just as I think I've reached
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oonolusi on, something

good. about an opposing viewpoint usually appears.
~_t_gtl§.

Ah, ha ••• just as I suspec·ted.

You have indeed reached

a polnt of mature indi vidua11 ty, for the young ar.;e sure of
everything, the olcl are sure of nothing.

If you possessed no

1nd1 v1dua.l1 ty you would. take many firm but popular stands 1n
an effort to win public approval.

You are read.y for us.

man that is young in years may be old in hours, if he has

A
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wasted no time.
movem~mt

You seemed always to realize that life is

and is something to be used.

If your life was a

bit confusing at times, it was because you guided your conduct not by considerations of what was useful, but what was
noble.

The useful would ha Vf) been good only for•

~rourself.

The noble was good absolutely, and therefore, difficult at

times to ascertain.

It is simply a matter of looking at

the world logically and realizing that life is best when you
are performing acts suitable to you, yet beneficial to others.
Such logical re&.sonj.ng will prevent one from succumbing to a
common. pi t-fa.ll--trying day after day to be lf1hat he is not and

ignoring those qualities within his being that Hre not quite
like the qualities of any other

person.~·-the

qualities that

make him an individual.
l}oy

Do you mean thc.lt if a person d.evelops his individuality
he will find himself?

Ar.1€3totlSl
Not only will he find himself, but he will be able to
fulfill himself and grow into the broadest, deepest, most
vital person possible.

Only then will he be able to perform

acts that are beneficial to himself and. the world.•
~

I think that I'm beginning to understand.
wondered how a person knows

~-Ihen

he has lived.

Earlier I
You have
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helped me to see the answer.

By logical self appraisal a

fellow must develop his individual capabilities, do what his
good sense tells him he oan do best. and not Norry about
being like someone else.

Then he will be able to really get

to know himself, and be a.ble to become involved in m.9.nkind
by giving of himself to others.

One has tl"'uly tasted life

only when he has lived for others.
~

My boy, my boy f
your words.

I should have known you anywher•e by

You accurately understand the translation.

\lihat a pleasure it will be to have you with us.
longer earth bound!

You are no

Now you will know the next experience.
Bo~

i'lary ••• hot"l, hoi.z do you do?
~

Aristotle, isn't he marvelous?
live that aife one cannot out-live.

So young, yet ready to
My son, Aristotle helped

you compr·ehend the logic to be found within death.
to yotl as the ultimate translator.

I c<ome

By my side you shall

journey onwa.x•d and upward into the glories of 'the next
exparlence--a.

new

adventure.

In your

w:1.1d.est

moments of

imagination you have not conceived what lies aheacl.

l?o.x
That seems very likely, for even standing on this hill
it has been difficult to conceive what lies behtnd me.

In
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the past I have often been uncertain about many matter•s.

Do

people usually enter the next experience when they have been
so uncertain'/
~n

You were uncertain for a most certain reason.

It is

one thing to be unoertaln simply because you are not interested, but quite another to be uncertaln because you care so
intensely about people and j.deas beyond the limit of yourself

that you want to develop what is good and worthwhile within
them and not discard them merely because they are not perfect, or clo not altogether meet your

s1::;andard~l.

This beauti-

ful desire to bring out the best in others forced you to
fully develop your

O't'In

talents.

After all, my son, rare is

the doctor who feels up to giving his bost to his patients,
unless he has taken care of his own health.

The end result

was that, thl... ough your oaring, you came to kno"t'\f yourself.

Later self-acceptance and still later self-giving came about.
What a joyous progression!

p_gx
If I only had taken time to stop £mel consider that
progression I think I might have gj.ven much mo:re; might have
helped more people flml their place on earth.

There are

many people rny age 1.-Jho tl"eat each other as pegs to be forced
into certain holes, and thr.•own away if they do no·t fit.
They c1on 1 t always see the need for extend.ing themselves to

~-
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others.

I think 11;. • s because they • re just a ltttle lost

themselves.
~

Such people will develop their incUvid ualj.ty a:tld find
themselves only when they care e.nough to give of

thems~~l ves.

1lQX.
I would tell them that, if I could, but I'm not sure
that it would do any good.

The world makes so many demands

that sometimes a fellow just; doesn't know what ha should. be
trying to accomplish.

He 1 s always jumping t;h:t•ough hoops

that other folks seem to think al"e necessary.

After a while

he forgets how t.o jump, unless he sees a hoop in front of

him.
f1ary
Y'ou 1 re absolutE<)ly right.
even when I

\liaS

young.

Hoop jumping 'liJas popular

\vell ordained and disciplined societies

make 1 t necessary for one t.o have rnore than logic if he is to
reach lndlviduality and live the good life.

Reason must be

combined with experience!

He must live our lives in the

wo~C'th-while

manner, and avoid saying, "I'm

fullest, morst

doing too much.

I..et someone else do something. n

If' one

dies in a sineel"'e pursuit he is like the soldier wounded in
the heat of 'battle- .... for a tlme he scarce feels the hurt; in

like manner, a mlnd and heart that are fixed upon what is
good anc1 worthwhile cannot help but develop an intimate
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knowledge of some kind of working material--some medium that
is to be understood and respected, and through which insight

and oaring can be expressed.

Logic shows us the path, but

exper•ience gi v<:.~s us the a b:ll~L ty and cotn"age to take the first
step.
.l.q;:is totle.

Courage, J:-1ary'?

What courage does a. man need, other

than to know that a certain plan ls logical?

He needs the courage that can come only from experiencing life.

Through :l.nsi;ructlon one may know and logically

understand what major forces individualize him, yet he oar..not

take advantage of those forces, such as determining what he
wonders about and remembers, t.lnless he has experienced

~

r

i

enough of life, either directly or vicariour:1ly, to make his
remembrances meaningful.

A person would flncl 1 t difficult

to make a decision concerning vJhe:roe b.e likes to go when he

has free tiwe, if he has nothing to choose from because his
free time has always been spent in the sr:lme place.

More-

over, if one does not ree.d in a variety of fields, how can he
know viThat current researches he would. l:tke to follow with
e.bsorbed 1nteres·t;'l

In a very basic measure decisions abou.t

these matters--decisions that c.ome wit;h experience--reveal
to a person what he is.

By becoming involved in these mat-

ters outside oneself, the fulfj_lled self grows strong, sound
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and resrouroeful, able to be affirmative and creative in deal-

ing with future experiences.
~

It must be that logic e.nd experience togather will

help us know ourselves and then :realize the potential glory
in all life.

My boy, just as you have come to know the importance
of logic and experience to tho.se who would st;rive to uncler..~tand

life, so in your comprehension there is hope that the

world wlll come to lmow it; self.

Holt¥ exoi ting :t t is to realize thE:d:i, although maximum

self-knowledge will usually come only w:tth the final moment-as in your case--one can be assured that people will try
harder and more honestly to reach that point of perfection.

Perh~ps

you can now see that you needn't be greatly

concerned wtth leaving r.10me confusion on the earth.
fusion is a good sign.
realize that their lives
total symphony.
that matters

~1ere

Con-

t1ore f,lnd more people are beginntng to
h~:we

not been qut te tn tune with the

If everyone down there was complacent--felt
going along as they should--I '!tmuld be oon-

oerned.

But men are begj.nni:ng to climb these hills and. look

around.

More <lo it with every passing d.ay.

And "'1hen a man

!

t

stands a.t ·the summit of his hill :r>eceiving this total view,
he fi:n.cls hope in the continui:ng cycle of life and realizes
v1hat he must clo if that cycle is to be lived to the fullest.

The magr1itude of the result 'lihat he c;,coompllshes for mankind
is not important, but the permanent desire to r•eaJ.ly benefit
ot;her people ls ext1,emely important to the never ending cycle.

How· wonderful to know that you have a vital role in
that great cycle.

~1y

son, you are nol'v ready to hasten

experience.
you.

tm~ard

that next

The new translatl on of your book lies all before

Shall we start?

Do

t111e

have far to go?

Ar1sto;tle

No, my boy, just a. little ways--down thls path, past
the smJ.llng aspen--past the sunset.

Past the sunset ••• and then our par•ting from the old

·tira.nslatton.

Oh, let us hur•ry toward that parting!

My son, it ls not a parting we're going to'tf.n-.1rd, but

a most hnpor tant meeting.

Stralghten your cap.
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